
Information structure and pronominal morphology in Basaá

Goal We provide evidence from the language Basaá (SVO, Bantu, Cameroon) supporting
the position that discourse and information structure (IS) concepts are not grammatical
primitives, but rather can be derived from independently-needed grammatical mechanisms
(with Horváth 2010, Fanselow & Lenertová 2011, contra Rizzi 1997, a.o.). Specifically, we
argue that the semantic mechanism of indices and assignment functions, commonly used
for the interpretation of pronouns and traces, can be extended to account for the fact that
in Basaá the presence of pronouns in certain constructions correlates with the IS concepts
“contrast” (reference to alternatives) and “topic” (discourse familiarity/anaphoricity). Addi-
tionally, we will show that what has been argued to be a “focus morpheme” instantiating a
syntactic Focus head in Basaá (see Bassong 2010, who follows Aboh 2004), can in fact be
analyzed as an operator with semantic, rather than discourse/IS, content.
Basic facts We examine four fronting constructions in Basaá: N-fronting (1a), K-fronting
(1b), C(ontrastive) T(opic)-fronting (1c), and T(opic)-fronting (1d). These constructions
differ along three formal factors, namely the presence/absence of (i) a resumptive pronoun
(RP), (ii) a left-peripheral pronoun (LP), and (iii) a suffix on LP (-n/-k ). Both RP and LP
take the form of ordinary pronouns in Basaá (cf. áá-bí-náŋâ nyÉ ‘they invited him’) and
agree in noun class with the fronted constituent (class 1 in the ex. below). The suffixes -n/-k
are specific to N-/K-fronting, respectively, and are not found elsewhere in Basaá grammar.

(1) a. HiOl
1.H.

nyÉ

1.him
-n

-n
áalêt
2.teachers

áá-
2.sm-

bí-
pst2-

náŋâ
invite

‘It was Hiol that the teachers invited.’ (LP-n)
b. HiOl

1.H.
nyÉ

1.him
-k,

-k
áalêt
2.teachers

áá-
2.sm-

bí-
pst2-

náŋá
invite

nyÉ

1.him
‘The teachers also invited Hiol.’ (LP-k, RP)

c. HiOl
1.H.

nyÉ,

1.him
áalêt
2.teachers

áá-
2.sm-

bí-
pst2-

náŋá
invite

nyÉ

1.him
‘As for Hiol, the teachers invited him.’ (LP, RP)

d. HiOl,
1.H.

áalêt
2.teachers

áá-
2.sm-

bí-
pst2-

náŋá
invite

nyÉ

1.him
‘As for Hiol, the teachers invited him.’ (RP)

We will show that the presence of the suffixes -n/-k correlates with the presence of semantic
(specifically, presuppositional) effects, and that LP/RP lexicalize the abstractor-variable
dependency created by fronting; LP/RP also convey contrastivity and topicality, respectively.
In no case do we see any form specific to IS.
Evidence The infelicity of the continuation in (2) is explained if N-fronting imposes an
exhaustive identification reading on the fronted constituent. No such interpretation is present
with focus in situ, as shown by (3).

(2) Who did the parents see?
KondÉ

1.K.
nyÉ-n
1.him-n

áa-n-tÉhÉ

2.sm-pst1-see
‘It was Konde who they saw.’

#. . . áá-n-tÉhÉ

2.sm-pst1-see
yak
also

HiOl
1.H.

‘. . . They also saw Hiol.’

(3) Who did the parents see?
áa-n-tÉhÉ

2.sm-pst1-see
KondÉ

1.K.
‘They saw Konde.’
. . . áa-n-tÉhÉ

2.sm-pst1-see
yak
also

HiOl
1.H.

‘. . . They also saw Hiol.’
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K-fronting is accompanied by an additive presupposition, apparent from the translation in
(1b) and further supported by the contrast between (4) and (5).

(4) The parents saw Konde.
HiOl
1.H.

nyÉ-k,
1.him-k,

áa-n-tÉhÉ

2.sm-pst1-see
nyÉ

1.him
‘Hiol, they also saw him.’

(5) The parents didn’t see Konde.
#HiOl

1.H.
nyÉ-k,
1.him-k,

áa-n-tÉhÉ

2.sm-pst1-see
nyÉ

1.him
‘Hiol, they also saw him.’

The presence of RP correlates with the IS property of “topicality” (in the sense of discourse
familiarity). This makes all constructions in (1) topic fronting constructions, except for
N-fronting (1a), which has been shown to involve exhaustive focus fronting. The topic
interpretation of T-fronting is illustrated in (6).

(6) What about Hiol?
HiOl,
1.H.

áalêt
2.teachers

áá-
2.sm-

bí-
pst2-

náŋâ
invite

nyÉ

1.him
‘As for Hiol, the teachers invited him.’

The presence of LP correlates with the IS property of contrastivity (in the sense of Rooth’s
1985 “focus”). This makes the constructions in (1a) contrastive fronting constructions—
contrastive focus in (1a) and contrastive topic in (1b) and (1c))—except for (1d), which
involves an ordinary discourse-familiar (aboutness) topic.
Analysis The four constructions receive the structural description (LF) in (7). -n/-k are
functional heads (roughly: C) with the semantics in (8a)/(8b). They take two arguments:
the property created by fronting (P ), upon which the observed maximality/additive presup-
position is computed (underlined), and the fronted constituent (x).

(7) [CP Hiol [C′ (-n/-k) [TP λ7/LPF1

7
[TP Konde invited t7/RPT3

7
]]]]

(8) a. [[-n]] = λPλx : ∃y[∀z.P (z) → y ≥ z].MAX(P ) = x

b. [[-k]] = λPλx : ∃y[P (y) ∧ x 6= y].P (x)

LP and RP lexicalize doubly indexed expressions (singly indexed expressions are covert). The
ordinary index 7 interprets the fronting and helps generate the ordinary semantics (9O). F1
is interpreted as Kratzer’s (1991) designated variable (by designated variable assignments)
and leads to the generation of the p-set/Rooth’s (1985) focus semantic value (9F). For topics,
we extrapolate Kratzer’s analysis and propose that T3 generates a “topic semantic value”
(9T). By assumption, the following relations between O and T/F hold: O ∈ F and O = T.

(9) [[Hiol LPF1

7
Konde invited RPT3

7
]] = O: Konde invited Hiol.

F: {Konde invited Hiol, Konde invited Paul, Konde invited Mary, . . . }
T: Konde invited some discourse-familiar individual.

This shows that in Basaá, it is possible to derive basic IS concepts using well-established
semantic mechanisms, and without resort to dedicated IS-related syntactic projections.
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